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Here begins the FALO Chronicles
penned by Areanna
1999, January, Yule - Corellon Moon Manor
A lovely sit down feast at the grand table in the dining hall was enjoyed by all.

1999, February - Corellon Moon Manor
Loquitor decides to grace this gather with an troll head in his possesion!

1999, March - The Moonlit Mug
Unknown to Starshadow, Bart, Loquitor, Arëanna and Hoot journeyed to Dreamingdark. Hoot and
Loquitor were forced to do penance that made it impossible for them pronounce Starshadow's name
correctly and many odd twists to his name were heard. Arëanna was commanded to kneel before the unseelie
Starshadow, Loquitor's response to this was to stand guard over his queen, drawing his own sword in warning
to the unseelie king. When Starshadow knighted Arëanna for her deeds, and Darklight touched her shoulder,
the king collapsed, and finally awoke a good deal seelier than he had been!

1999, April - Mystic's Crest
Talien & Lavendar were to be wed, but a drow griffin rider arrived with the news that his griffin ate
Talien (not out of malice; it was just hungry). Said rider was invited to stay, but was viewed with suspicion by
many of the clan.
Guests and clankin had to be magically shrunken, by eating magic pills, in order to go down to the tiny
fairy feasting hall. Starshadow refused to be shrunk, and ate in solitude.
Mir and Dorinda Harlow, a rogue Assassin from Rodin Rae's homeland (Rodin Rae's nemesis), came
through a portal with her brother Degan in an attempt to force Rodin Rae to a Parlay so that Dorinda could
avenge the death of her mother. During the course of the heated debate, Degan killed Lenardo, Rodin Rae's
lover, in front of her and the clan. Kittarina, worried for her friend, decided to travel with Rodin Rae for the
next couple of months. Rodin Rae kept the body preserved on her ship in hopes that she might find a mage
who could bring him back to life. Later, she agreed to the Parlay -- which gave Dorinda three chances to

Assassinate Rodin Rae. Dorinda failed but swore she would never leave Rodin Rae in peace. Lenardo's dead
body burned on the Sea Sylph - a deliberate act by Rodin Rae to fake her own death and trick the rogue
assassin into leaving her (and the clan) alone.

1999, June– Springfest, Camp Conklin
1999, July
Starshadow steps down as Editor in Chief of Ðaoine Sidhe for the past six years.

1999, July 31 - Sterling Faire, FALO day at the faire
Arëanna announces Sparrow's pregnancy at dinner later that night.

1999, August - Elder's Summer Summit
Angelica to take the mantle of Editor in Chief of Ðaoine Sidhe.

1999, September - Mystic's Crest
Brother Bart comes with the scroll from the Archprelate that informs us of a "holy war" against the Fey
and their human allies by the Lyfians. Much heated discussion and debate ensued by all in attendence as to
how to handle the situation.

1999, October - Corellon Moon Manor
Stalzer restores Sadosed's sight, but fails to heal Ghost's blindness.
A demon showed up and mocked Ghostdancer, saying that he had Ghost's eyesight.
Armies are moving toward Borandur, seeking to replace Ghost with a human baron.
Just before the gather, Indigo escaped from a group of ogres and was therefore able to join with the
clan.

1999, November - Mystic's Crest
Hoot showed up with a broken arm from singing elven songs in Cliana's lands and is healed by Stalzer
(and a kiss by some dryad).
Much scrying was done in attempt to aid Ghostdancer with his blindness, and it was determined that the
demon could indeed see through his eyes! Kitta used the Orb of Clauraudience to have the demon channel
through her.

The Mead Contest which went on for two full years was completed! Each contestant was given the Cork
of Excellence and told in private that they had really won. NOBODY actually won, although Satyir tried so
hard to get all of the judges drunk that he wound up drunk himself. The mead bottle offered as prize became
the offical FALO bottle, and it was declared that any member could bring it home, as long as it was returned
to the clan full of mead.

Here ends the FALO Chronicles
penned by Areanna
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